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Requirements and Services
for Metadata Management

Knowledge-intensive applications pose new challenges to metadata management,

including distribution, access control, uniformity of access, and evolution in time.

The authors identify general requirements for metadata management and describe

a simple model and service that focuses on Resource Description Framework

(RDF) metadata to address these requirements.

I n important application domains, data
and service providers are increasing-
ly making their resources publicly

available to the community for re-use in
complex workflows. To make those
resources useful in practice, however,
providers must also provide annotations
that describe the data and services’ nature
and function. This is the case for e-sci-
ence, the realm of in silico experiments or
“procedures that use computer-based
information repositories and computa-
tional analysis tools to test a hypothesis,
derive a summary, search for patterns, or
demonstrate a known fact.”1

In e-science, it’s quite common for
providers and consumers to independent-

ly add annotations to resources to facili-
tate their discovery or record details of
their use as part of an experiment. Thus,
when scaled to hundreds or thousands of
resources and users of those resources, the
annotations themselves will form a new
and large corpus of heterogeneous meta-
data distributed over many organizations,
with no central control over its mainte-
nance. As a new and complex type of
data resource, the metadata requires some
form of management to be of any practi-
cal use.

In this article, we present a middle-
ware service for metadata management
that addresses these issues. Its design is
based on the observation that, regardless
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of their differences in format and content, two
simple properties are common to all metadata:
namely, that it’s invariably associated to some
underlying resource, and, optionally, separate
meta-information for interpreting metadata — an
ontology, for instance — might be available. We
refer to such meta-information as a knowledge
entity to underline the fact that it’s used to inter-
pret the metadata. This is typical but not exclusive
of a Semantic Web setting: a schema for relation-
al or XML metadata is also, by this definition, a
knowledge entity. We refer to the association
between resources and annotation metadata as a
semantic binding, and to the management service
as a semantic binding service (SBS).

A Service-Oriented Approach
to Metadata Management
To illustrate the need for annotations, let’s take a
look at the myGrid infrastructure for e-Science
(www.mygrid.org.uk). myGrid offers a middleware
services suite to facilitate the specification of in sil-
ico experiments, mainly in the bioinformatics
domain.2 In particular, biologists can compose and

execute scientific workflows like the one in Figure
1 (the workflow is part of a myGrid collection,
available at http://workflows.mygrid.org.uk/repos-
itory/myGrid) that orchestrate access to multiple
resources — public databases and data analysis
tools, for example — and use them to derive bio-
logically significant results. We can view myGrid
workflows, specified using the Taverna workflow
model,3 as a composition of Web services.

Hundreds of Taverna services for biology, for
example, are currently available through bioinfor-
matics domain experts’ contributions. Service
providers can create several types of annotations
to facilitate the effective reuse of resources, from
natural-language service annotations designed to
enable their discovery by domain experts to more
formal annotations of the Web Services Descrip-
tion Language (WSDL) interface service to support
the automatic composition process.

Let’s consider the ways in which we could
annotate the workflow example in Figure 1. First,
we might have a natural language, informal work-
flow description. A provider could use this to share
the workflow within a social networking environ-
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Figure 1. Multiple semantic bindings for a single scientific workflow.Workflow providers and users might provide multiple
annotations for the same workflow that serves different purposes, and possibly adopt different annotation styles and
formats.These efforts result in multiple semantic bindings, which all share the same reference to a resource, but differ in
metadata content and in the references to knowledge resources.
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ment, as is done in the myExperiment project
(www.myexperiment.org). Second, we could anno-
tate each composing service by augmenting its
WSDL interface description with new attributes
that described the service messages and operations’
semantic properties. The provider could achieve
this realistic scenario by using the annotation
model proposed by the W3C’s Semantic Annota-
tions for Web Services Description Language
Working Group (SAWSDL; www.w3.org/2002/ws/
sawsdl). In this model, you can annotate interface
elements using a small number of new WSDL
extension attributes, which are typically references
to concepts in some ontology. Building on service
annotations, we can then formally annotate entire
workflows. Third, we could annotate the workflow
with a reference list of related work — published
papers that describe the scientific hypotheses and
experiments that the workflow is designed to sup-
port, for example. We could tag these citations
using terms from some controlled vocabulary.
Finally, in addition to workflows, you can also
annotate data resources. A notable example is the
Uniprot database (www.uniprot.org), in which
expert curators provide annotations that describe
protein function and structure.

When we scale these annotation efforts to very
large numbers of resources, new metadata man-

agement issues begin to emerge. We focus on three
such issues: storage and retrieval of heterogeneous
metadata, metadata evolution and lifetime man-
agement, and access control to metadata.

Independent researchers can freely add new
metadata, often without the help of tools that might
otherwise enforce some homogeneity in format and
content types.4 Formats can range from free text to
Javadoc pages, XML documents, and Resource
Description Framework graphs (RDF; www.w3.
org/RDF). The latter is the standard used to describe
resources in Semantic Web applications — often in
conjunction with Web Ontology Language (OWL)
ontologies, although we can indeed write valid RDF
triples whose elements (subject, object, and prop-
erty) aren’t defined elsewhere. We refer to RDF
graphs whose elements are interpreted in the con-
text of some ontology as semantic metadata.

Metadata evolution follows naturally from the
evolution of biological knowledge itself, in which
the description of a service that retrieves, say,
“Kegg pathways,” might change when an e-scien-
tist refines the reference ontology that describes
the concept of a metabolic pathway. This repre-
sents a potential problem for applications that rely
on metadata to retrieve all experiments regarding
a particular concept.

Finally, regarding access control, we note that
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Current Metadata-Management Approaches and Technologies

E fforts on developing storage and
querying technologies for Resource

Description Framework Schema (RDF(S))
//correct?// data dominate the state of the
art on metadata management. Jena1 and
Sesame2 are the most well-known and
widely-used examples; these systems,
underpinned with traditional relational data
storage capabilities provide rich, fine-
grained APIs for manipulating and access-
ing RDF data, as well as for querying it with
different languages, including W3Cs Spar-
ql (www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query). Ora-
cle 10g3 RDF is a recent addition, with
support for very large data sets and rich
querying capabilities combining the
strengths of RDF query languages with
native relational queries. In addition to
basic capabilities, enhancements in the
areas of contextualization, distribution, and
scalability have also attracted attention.

Named Graphs APi for Jena (NG4J;
http://sites.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/
ng4j/) and Sesame2 (www.openrdf.org)
provide for grouping of RDF statements
into named graphs based on contextual
information of choice (for example, own-
ership). Gergely Adamku and Heiner
Stuckenschmidt present a paper4 in which
they developed a mediator layer that pro-
vides data-location transparency to
clients while operating over multiple
Sesame repositories. In Min Cai and Mar-
tin Frank’s paper,5 they exploit data struc-
tures and P2P protocols networks to
store and query very large amounts of
RDF(S) data in a fault-tolerant manner.
These are only some of the many systems
being developed for basic metadata man-
agement tasks.

Although these efforts contribute to
robust storage and querying of RDF(S)

data, the aspects of service encapsulation,
secure and controlled access, transac-
tions, replication, metadata evolution/
change-management, and change propaga-
tion strategies often receive minimal
attention. Most recently, we’ve seen the
beginnings of work in some of these
essential areas in initiatives such as IBM’s
Boca RDF store (http://ibm-slrp.cource-
forge.net), or the W3C Sparql Protocol
(www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-protocol).
Boca RDF provides service-based access
to an RDF(S) store with replication, trans-
actions, versioning, and change-tracking
and notification capabilities. The W3C
Sparql protocol is a very lightweight Web
service interface for submitting Sparql
queries to RDF stores. Yet, with all of
these technologies still under active devel-
opment and testing, industrial-strength,
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privacy issues with metadata follow from access
restrictions on the resources it describes — that is,
the description of a service whose access is
restricted to a defined set of users might also need
to be restricted.

Metadata Management
Requirements
Our SBS’s goal is to provide a uniform set of prim-
itives for the management of metadata resources
— that is, creating, accessing, tracking the lifetime
of, and destroying those resources. Note, however,
that it doesn’t provide interoperability among het-
erogeneous metadata, which is a problem in its
own right because different RDF annotations (each
a graph of RDF triples) can refer to different
ontologies, thus making it difficult for third-party
applications to integrate them. Rather, the SBS
offers a uniform way to maintain correct associa-
tions among resources, metadata, and knowledge
entities whenever they change, regardless of the
differences in format and content among the meta-
data elements.

The Open Grid Services Architecture Data
Access and Integration project (OGSA-DAI;
www.ogsadai.org.uk) managed by the DAIS Work-
ing Group at the Open Grid Forum, presents a sim-
ilar but more limited approach, in which a single

interface with abstract operations is defined for
standardized access to any data resource in a Grid
computing environment, regardless of schema or
data model. The standard includes several realiza-
tions to provide concrete, model-specific access to
the data — OGSA-DAIR for relational data access
and, more recently, OGSA-DAI-RDF for RDF data.
The OGSA-DAI model provides uniform access to
heterogeneous data resources by encapsulating
queries within a generic service while remaining
agnostic regarding data models and content.

The SBS follows a similar pattern, but it pro-
vides additional concrete metadata-management
primitives. Existing metadata repositories — doc-
ument-management servers, RDF storage man-
agers, or file systems — provide low-level data
management that’s unaware of the data’s role. The
SBS leverages this functionality by offering a uni-
form metadata-management layer that is aware of
the relationships among resources, their annota-
tions, the annotations’ lifetimes, and the reference
knowledge entities.

We’ve implemented the work we describe here
in a full prototype as part of the S-OGSA architec-
ture for the Semantic Grid5 proposed by the Euro-
pean Union-backed OntoGrid project (www.onto
grid.net //au: correct url?//). The implementation
is deployed within the Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) Grid
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Current Metadata-Management Approaches and Technologies, cont.

real-world applications don’t make use of
their metadata-management capabilities.

Several models exist for maintaining
the association of explicit metadata with
the resources that it describes; however,
they rely on ad hoc mechanisms. One of
the most common ways to include meta-
data in HTML or XHTML documents is to
use the <meta> element anywhere in the
document, as Ben Adida and Mark Birbeck
describe.6 This element allows the descrip-
tion of document properties using proper-
ty–value pairs. Normative properties
include author, expiration date, keyword
lists, and so on, although we can use other
user-defined properties (such as those
from Dublin Core). This was also exten-
sively used in pre-Semantic Web initiatives
like Knowledge Acquisition Community
((KA)2) and Simple HTML Ontology
Extensions (SHOE). XHTML 2.07 propos-

es an alternative way to link entities and
their descriptions so that metadata isn’t
intertwined with the document contents,
rather it’s contained in a separate file or
separate part of the document itself. Files
containing metadata can be attached to
XHTML documents by using the <link>
element in the head of the document. The
properties rel, about and href allow
reference to resources inside or outside
the document.6
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computing infrastructure, and provides specific
support for RDF metadata and Sparql Protocol and
Query Language (Sparql) queries (www.w3.org/TR/
rdf-sparql-query/).

SBS’s benefit to applications that store and
access metadata is twofold: it offers semantic bind-
ings as a simple, uniform model to maintain a
stateful (that is, lifetime-aware) relationship
between resources and their annotations and offers
a single-service interface for management, which
we can deploy in a distributed fashion within a
Grid computing environment.

The metadata-management requirements that
drive our design include:

• Metadata distribution. Metadata is naturally
distributed because multiple organizations
should be able to produce and store it. Most
metadata-management systems provide repos-
itories that are designed for centralized storage
and use, with metadata consumers and produc-
ers acting as local-access clients using special-
ized APIs.

• Uniform access. Metadata access and manage-
ment should be uniformly encapsulated with-
in a single type of service that exposes simple
common properties — specifically, associating
the metadata with some underlying resource
and, optionally, with knowledge entities that
enable its interpretation: ontologies.

• Metadata evolution. Metadata is naturally
dynamic; annotations on a document often
update or supersede others, for example. Yet,
although some work has been done with respect
to the semantics of propagating data updates to
associated metadata, current technologies poor-
ly support metadata dynamics.6,7 Stateful meta-
data management should involve detecting
when it becomes invalid, and informing con-
sumers of the state changes. Completely
automating these tasks might not be possible,
but the management architecture should make
performing them as cost-effective as possible.

• Access control. Metadata producers might
enforce access restrictions on the metadata they
produce or store. A choice of existing mecha-
nisms should be available from distributed
computing standards, such as Web services and
service-oriented Grids, to meet the requirement
of a common access-control model. These
include the Extensible Access Control Markup
Language (XACML: www.oasis-open.org/

committees/xacml), WS-Security (www.oasis-
open.org/committees/wss/), and open-source
reference implementations such as the Globus
Security Infrastructure (www.globus.org/tool
kit/docs/4.0/security) for global user identifi-
cation, single-sign-on, communication encryp-
tion and representation, and decisions about
resource-sharing policies.

Liming Chen and coauthors have proposed
architectures that address some of these require-
ments,8 but they focus exclusively on managing
service annotations for service discovery — a more
specific goal than capturing arbitrary metadata
types. Unlike in our approach, they assume the
presence of semantic annotations that applications
can interpret according to some reference ontol-
ogy. Moreover, their proposed architecture doesn’t
address issues such as invalidation of stale annota-
tions. Perhaps more relevant for future work,9

Divesh Srivastava and Yannis Velegrakis recently
proposed intentionally representing associations
between data and metadata as SQL queries rather
than maintaining extensional lists of associations,
assuming that the resources to be annotated are
stored in relational databases.

The Metadata Management SBS
The SBS is a stateful service that manages a col-
lection of semantic bindings that represent asso-
ciations between data and metadata and between
metadata and knowledge entities.

• Data and metadata. This is the relationship
between a resource’s unique identifier and its
descriptive metadata. We assume that the same
metadata might contribute to describing mul-
tiple resources, and different SBs might
describe a given resource or set of resources.

• Metadata and knowledge entities. Metadata
might be associated with a set of schemas or
ontologies. In the particular but important case
of knowledge entities that are OWL ontologies,
coupled with RDF metadata, an application
might use the knowledge entities to perform
formal reasoning on the metadata — using an
OWL reasoner,10 for example — to match a
service description to users’ requirements.

Elsewhere, Óscar Corcho and colleagues present a
detailed SB model,5 in which the only assumption
on the metadata’s nature is that an application
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used to generate annotations can encapsulate it
within an SB, regardless of the SB’s format (RDF,
natural language, social tags, and so on).

Recall the annotated workflow in Figure 1, for
example: the SAWSDL-based annotation results in
an SB of the form, WF, <list of SAWSDL anno-
tations>, <list of ontology references> in
which we assume that all WF references to the
workflow and annotated WSDL files are through
URI-formatted IDs (in the implementation, the SBS
identifies the SB, a first-class resource, using a
WS-Addressing endpoint reference). An annota-
tion application can express the reference list of
papers for the same workflow using an RDF graph
representing the relationship between a paper’s ID
and its topics, resulting in an SB of the form, WF,
<citation list>, <references to controlled
vocabularies>. Note that a free text annotation
might not have any references to knowledge enti-
ties — that is, WF, <annotation text>,\_.

The SBS is the single contact point for metada-
ta-aware applications wishing to submit new
metadata to be represented as an SB, and to
retrieve SBs and their associated metadata content.
Figure 2 shows the SBS’s functionality, which
includes creating and destroying SBs and main-
taining their logical state with regard to metadata
lifetime (described in detail later). The SBS also
provides service-based access to metadata content
by forwarding application-specific queries, speci-
fied as part of the service request, to the underlying

metadata repository without interpretation. This is
consistent with the SBS’s generic nature, which is
unaware of the specific data model used for the
metadata. The current implementation, however,
specifically supports RDF data and can issue appli-
cation-provided Sparql queries to several inter-
changeable RDF stores, such as Sesame and
OpenRDF (www.openrdf.org).

To generalize the approach, we envision adding
a simple introspection extension to the SBS inter-
face to let clients discover metadata-specific
metainformation, such as access language and
schema. We haven’t implemented this feature yet.

Combining SBs and an SBS enables the seam-
less distribution of metadata and provides a com-
mon access interface. This uniformity of access
makes it possible to broaden the deployment to a
federation of services, providing large-scale access
to metadata regardless of each individual back-end
metadata repository’s limitations.

Lifetime Management 
for Semantic Bindings
Metadata evolution concerns the dynamic nature
of many metadata types and suggests that we
should model SBs as stateful resources and notify
clients when a SB’s state changes. Note that each
SB component might change independently. Recall
in Figure 1 that the workflow is annotated in dif-
ferent ways. Now consider a modified workflow
where the designer has added or removed some
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Figure 2. Semantic binding service (SBS) functionality. The WS-Resource Properties (WS-RP) specification defines protocols
for accessing and querying a resource’s dynamic state information. The WS-Resource Lifetime (WS-RL) specification
defines very basic interfaces for destruction of WS-Resources.
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services, possibly resulting in invalid SAWSDL
annotations of those services. When new relevant
publications describing the workflow appear, the
citation list also needs updating (the second anno-
tation). The referenced ontologies might also
change, causing it to become invalid, as well.

Finally, the annotation application might
explicitly give an SB a limited lifetime, perhaps
because we know some annotations will become
invalid or unreliable after a certain time period —
even if we aren’t aware of new relevant publica-
tions, for example, we might decide to automati-
cally invalidate a list of references when it
becomes too old. In each of these cases, a manual
or automatic validation process is required to make
sure that the SB remains valid.

These considerations lead to the definition of
the state diagram shown in Figure 3a, in which we
denote the set of data and knowledge resources
that are part of the association as ResSB and KESB,
respectively, and the metadata within SB as con-
tentSB. On creation, the SB is in the valid state. The
diagram illustrates transition-triggering events as
ResSB � Res�SB (change in the data resource), KESB

� KE�SB (change in the knowledge resource), and
contentSB � content�SB (change in the metadata
content). Note that the latter always leads to a new
valid SB.

An SB in one of the two interim validate states

calls for a validation process, which updates any
or all of ResSB, KESB, or contentSB, resulting in a
transition to a valid or invalid state. For a Vali-
dateRes SB, such a procedure determines whether
the existing metadata is still valid for the new
resources and provides an update to the SB refer-
ences to Res�SB. For example, following a change
in workflow that’s annotated with metadata, the
procedure determines whether the same metadata
can be associated with the new workflow. For a
ValidateKE SB, the problem is to determine
whether we can use the new ontology to interpret
the old metadata. The problem of assessing the
ontology evolution’s impact on an existing knowl-
edge base has been addressed elsewhere.6,7 Finally,
note that the archived state provides a way to
retain old SBs that are no longer valid. This state
will be supported only by implementations that use
some versioning mechanism, in which an archived
SB might be brought back to an active state.

We can extend this basic model by introducing
substates, resulting in finer-grain definitions of
metadata behavior. In myGrid, for example, both
the valid and validate states are extended with two
substates, as Figure 3 shows. The substates distin-
guish between metadata that’s been reviewed by
human experts — quality assurance (QA) — and
metadata that’s awaiting QA. Note that, in both
cases, the metadata is indeed valid in the sense that
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Figure 3. State-transition diagram for (a) generic semantic bindings (SBs) and (b) myGrid-specific SBs. Each SB has a state
that applications can inspect to verify that it’s safe to use or valid.The arc labels denote external events that cause the SB
to change its state. Some state transitions cause a dedicated application to perform validation on the SB, possibly resulting
in a new state.
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the annotation is plausible. The substates add
explicit information regarding the annotation’s
quality, which some applications might want to
take into account. As Khalid Belhajjame and coau-
thors point out,11 this is important with automati-
cally generated annotations that require experts’
inspection prior to their release.

New state transitions might also be associated
with the substates:

• KESB � KE�SB triggers the invocation of a
change-detection tool12 that analyzes the SB
content and issues a report to the annotator.

• A transition to the awaiting QA state triggers a
notification to the annotator to carry out the
QA task.

To alert the application when SBs require atten-
tion, the SBS uses the notification component,
which we describe next.

SB State Change Notification
Along with state management, the SBS also pro-
vides a notification service to inform interested
clients of any changes in the state of SBs, accord-
ing to the proposed WS-Notification standard
(www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php). In
this model, clients can subscribe to any set of pre-
defined topics, such as “state of a specific SB
changed to ValidateRes due to an update in a
data resource D.” In the current model, the client
must initiate revalidation actions on receiving a
notification because the SBS doesn’t attempt to
interpret the metadata and thus can’t associate any
behavior with state transitions.

In our workflow example, an application that
subscribes to topics associated with the SB might
partially automate these actions. On receiving noti-
fication of a change to the workflow, the applica-
tion might interact with the user to create
annotations for the new services or update exist-
ing ones. Likewise, the user might be alerted to
update the affected annotations when ontologies
change.

Our current prototype will soon include a new
SB housekeeping service, which will act as a sin-
gle activation point for all revalidation processes.
Recognizing that some states have similar mean-
ing to many applications, the service will subscribe
to all the available SBS topics and react to notifi-
cations by launching application-specific valida-
tion processes.

SB Access Control
To address the need to provide fine-grained access
control to metadata resources, we note that having
defined metadata as first-class resources makes
available to us all the standard access-control
mechanisms from the underlying middleware,
including the aforementioned XACML and WS-
Security. In particular, the current SBS implementa-
tion supports the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)
framework. As an example of a fine-grained
access-control mechanism, we could specify that
scientists from an agency can’t access metadata for
resources that have been requested by scientists in
another agency unless access is granted explicitly.

Implementing and Using the SBS
We implemented the SBS as a stateful S-OGSA
service,5 compliant with the Web Service Resource
Framework standard (WSRF) and deployed it on the
Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4; www.globus.org/toolkit/
docs/4.0) platform. SBs are stateful Grid resources
with uniform identifiers — endpoint references
(EPRs) — and are managed within GT4. In this con-
figuration, our experiments show that a single SBS
instance can manage several tens of thousands of
SBs, stored in the GT4 container, with a retrieval
time of less than 100 ms. Using the Sesame back
end for RDF storage yields a response time of about
500 ms for SB queries that involve retrieving small
RDF graphs (a few hundred Kbytes in size).

The choice of metadata storage largely deter-
mines the effort required to support more
advanced SBS functionality — specifically, access
control and state-change notification. In particu-
lar, Sesame doesn’t currently offer any native sup-
port for the Globus AuthZ security framework
(www.
globus.org/toolkit/docs/4.0/security/authzframe/),
nor does it include event generation following RDF
statement updates. An alternative implementation
that might simplify the effort is IBM’s Boca
(http://ibm-slrp.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/
BocaDatabaseSupport-2.x), an RDF management
engine that offers a rich programmatic interface
based on OpenRDF. Boca uses the DB2 relational
database management system natively, and we can
configure it to use other database back ends, as
well. Although it doesn’t support the AuthZ frame-
work, Boca offers traditional rule-based access
control at the data level. In addition, Boca 2.0 now
includes a change-detection subsystem, based on
Sun’s Java Messaging Service, that clients can use
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to receive notifications of changes to single RDF
statements or to entire named graphs.

From the application developer’s viewpoint, we
argue that it would take limited effort to refactor
existing metadata-intensive applications to adopt
SBS as a single point of contact. Regardless of their
specific architectures, such applications are gen-
erally characterized by collections of metadata
producers — resource-annotation components and
metadata consumers, such as service-discovery
components. The main refactoring steps are writ-
ing adapters as clients of the SBS and obtaining
X.509 certificates from third-party certification
authorities, which GSI recognizes and the SBS
accepts. Reacting to change-event notifications is
likely to require the development of a new compo-
nent, as well.

W e’ve implemented an early prototype of our
service-oriented model for format- and loca-

tion-independent metadata management, and we’re
testing it on myGrid and myExperiment use cases.

We’re enhancing the current design in several
ways. We’re simplifying security management
based on GSI by providing predefined configura-
tions to cover common cases. We’re also redesign-
ing the current SB naming scheme (based on
WS-Addressing EPRs) to follow the WS-Naming
specification, which extends WS-Addressing with
the use of URIs. Finally, we’re adding a new SB
housekeeping service that represents a single (log-
ical) delivery point for notifications and manages
registered third-party applications that are activat-
ed in response to SB state changes.

Additionally, we’re addressing engineering
issues of scalability and effectiveness by migrating
the SBS from the current in-memory GT4 storage
model for SBs to a scalable model supported by a
persistent back end, and by deploying a federation
of distributed and cooperating SB services.
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